A great dunny read coming your way again….

Convict Trash
Run 1792 – 29th March 2021
Hare: Moa Goa – Cronulla
Starters Gun
Gathering for our first run at Cronulla in some weeks, if you do not count the run from Woolooware
last month, that took Hashers close to Cronulla, there was a big roll up of members who were keen
to see some of the beautiful scenery of the Shire.
We were spoilt by a visit from Mudflap. Always lovely to see her, but as usual, minus Joystick who
cannot cross the road to say hello, shouldn’t be surprised as he used to not cross Tom Ugly’s Bridge
for a run either, I believe.
Everyone was looking at the triplets, Hot Dick, Ice Box and Sir Les wondering why they were all
sporting the same pink jersey, they had been to Canberra for the weekend participating in and
enjoying the Tour de Pisse. How unusual, Hashers who enjoy a drink or 2!

Run Review by Dame Nellie
I was on the run with Merkin, Grewsome, Scotch Mist, Andrew and Tickle, trying to keep up. Really
good run, lots of checks and on backs, it was good going through the water at the beach, enjoyed
the bloody sunset. Run was about 7½k.
Score 8 ½ our of 10

Visitors - Mudflap, Scott on a short holiday from work, and Dame Nellie and Kizzme, our
country members

Birthdays -

Doc who was celebrating his birthday the following day

The greatest lesson in life is to know that even fools are right sometimes.
Quote from Winston Churchill

Run Report –
Moa Goa’s Mad Mystery Meander
A large pack gathered in the sunshinefor the last Daylight Saving Run of the summer - although Autumn
arrived 4 weeks ago I always think it is still summer until Daylight Saving ends!
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Moa was about to brief Cold Duck on run details when we arrived in the car park, it was only 6.25 (some
people have so little faith!).. The pack were super keen to get away on the run and time was called at 6.29.
(Apparently we were not going by Bingo's watch today). The trail faked with a loop to the north but as soon
as we completed the on back in Caronia St the pack had the idea that this would be an Esplanade run - we
took a narrow path back down and under the railway to get us into Tonkin oval. Blondie found the check as
Front Running Cold Duck had spotted the Moa's map and had started cutting his way towards the boat
ramp.
The pack stuck together as we ran through Gunnamatta Park and along the beach (lucky it was low tide) - we
lost a couple of runners up the first on back but at the next exit path 3/4 of the pack decided that there
trainers were too precious to expose them to salt water and they short cut up to Nicholson Parade. A
trusting crew of Merkin, Dame Nellie, Scotch Mist & Grewsome followed TM Andrew around the foreshore
(Merkin, SM & DN removing their shoes). As we approached Darook Park I caught site of the Short Cutting
pack so Andrew and I took off to keep the pack on track whilst those without shoes pfaffed around in the
sand.
This effort was really to no avail as although we caught up to Dundee and Bingo at Salmon Haul they ran
through an On Back and were not seen again - actually none of the Short Cutting front runners were seen
again as Andrew and I ran on our own for the rest of the trail.
When we arrived at the bucket I found all of the Short Cutters guzzling beer and champagne and found that
Cold Duck was telling Moa that there was no trail to follow - well it is obvious that he was off trail and it
would be very unusual to find trail there.
Al in all a good run set by Moa with an interesting trail set across the beach with the incoming tide providing
an excellent water crossing - this brought back many memories of early B2H3 has runs where you often
ended up with wet shoes and made sure you always had a spare pair in the car for the On In.. I have
attached below a map with the trail marked in red and an overlay of the trail followed by Dundee in black.
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RA’s Report –
Cronulla
-

-

Aboriginal for “place of small pink seashells”, and home to that mysterious little creature
the “Joystick”
We have had many runs here so have covered most of the History here
So tonight I am going to focus on an infamous event – the Cronulla Riots
Happened in December 2005 – 15 years ago
Trigger was weekend before the Riots, when a group of Middle Eastern youths had a
confrontation with Lifeguards. It is alleged 2 Lifeguards were assaulted.
It made talk back Radio (Alan Jones) which inflamed the situation, and calls went out via
text messages to assemble at North Cronulla Beach the following Sunday (11th December)
to protest again middle eastern youths “stealing our beaches”.
5,000 turned up, and it soon got out of control, mostly due to the demon “alcohol”
One Middle Eastern youth was attacked out the front of Northies after he allegedly yelled
out “I’m gunna blow yous all up” (smart move)
The crowd was chanting “Fuck off Leb’s”
A convoy of cars left Punchbowl seeking revenge, first going to Maroubra where a number
of locals were assaulted (Where were the Bra Boys when they were needed ?)
Some cars went to Woolooware Golf Club. Where a guy was repeatedly stabbed. Moa was
hiding under her desk.
Unfortunately, it put Cronulla on the map all around the World for the wrong reasons.

Next Weeks’ Run

Hare - Tickle

Randwick

\

•
•

On On at Coach and Horses Hotel, corner Avoca St and Alison Rd, Randwick (there will be a
limited menu)
Bucket is in Alison Park, on The Avenue (around corner from pub)

Prickette
Merkin nominated Muddie. She only comes over here once in a blue moon, didn’t come to my run
at Woolooware, and didn’t drag the old boy along tonight.
Grewsome nominated Ice Box because when he asked her about her shirt, did you go on that bike
riding weekend, Ice Box answered Yes but I didn’t drink any beer.

Prick
Dundee nominated Duck for wearing his sunglasses when it was dark.
Hellismellher nominated Duck for acting like an American Tourist for looking left when crossing a
road and almost getting hit by a car on his right.
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Scotch Mist nominated Grewsome for going upstairs to get the “Athlete” badges but coming down
empty handed.
Grewsome nominated Duck for all the Hashmen who didn’t want to get their feet (or shoes) wet on
the run.

Prick

Grewsome

Athletes

Prickette

Ice Box

Birthdays

New Shoes

Doc

MEMORIES OF AUSTRALIA

I HOPE THIS WILL PUT A SMILE ON YOUR FACE AND IN YOUR HEART.
If you have ever wanted to keep Leeches this is what you do:
Store in a sealed Glass container exposed to Light. Feed weekly. Efficacious for
Bruises especially around the Eye or Knee. One Leech application is Sufficient.

SMART ASS ANSWER
The police officer got out of his car as the kid who was stopped for speeding rolled down his window. 'I've
been waiting for you all day,' the officer said.
The kid replied, 'Yeah, well I got here as fast as I could.'
When the cop finally stopped laughing, he sent the kid on his way without a ticket.
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A Native Chicken Broth
Take 4 chickens, chopped, 1 bunch of parsley, 7 carrots, peeled & topped, 6 onions peeled and
topped, and whatever vegetables you find. Add a river stone washed.
Cover with Water and simmer till the Stone is soft, Throw away the broth and eat the stone.
Otherwise strain the liquid for a reviving broth.
This is a tribute to a man who DID make a difference

ON TURNING 70 - "I still chase women, but only downhill."
ON TURNING 80 - "That's the time of your life when even your birthday suit needs
pressing."
ON TURNING 90 - "You know you are getting old when the candles cost more than
the cake."
ON TURNING 100 - " I don't feel old. In fact, I don't feel anything until noon. Then it's
time for my nap."
ON GIVING UP HIS EARLY CAREER (BOXING) - "I ruined my hands in the ring. The
referee kept stepping on them."
ON GOLF - "Golf is my profession. Show business is just to pay the green fees."
ON PRESIDENTS - "I have performed for 12 presidents but entertained only six."
ON WHY HE CHOOSE SHOWBIZ FOR HIS CAREER - "When I was born, the doctor
said to my mother, congratulations, you have an eight pound ham."
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ON RECEIVING THE CONGRESSIONAL GOLD MEDAL - "I feel very humble, but I
think I have the strength of character to fight it."
ON HIS FAMILY'S EARLY POVERTY - "Four of us slept in the one bed. When it got
cold, mother threw on another brother."
ON HIS SIX BROTHERS - "That's how I learned to dance. Waiting for the bathroom."
ON HIS EARLY FAILURES - "I would not have had anything to eat if it wasn't for the
stuff the audience threw at me."
ON GOING TO HEAVEN - "I have done benefits for ALL religions. I would hate to
blow the hereafter on a technicality."

Hare Line

Committee Details - Website www.botanybayH3.com.au

